The goal of this research project is the development of a computer vision system to monitor and control life sciences experimentation on hoard space stations. The vision system is organized as a multiprocessor system with distributed processes selectively analyzing hierarchical imagery in order to monitor and control the appropriate instrumentation.
Introduction
On board a space station the humans will constitute the most valuable resource. To maximize the utilization of that valuable resource substantial automation of the routine operations of the space station will be required. An important component of the space station operation will be the activation and control of instruments for scientific experimentation. The research described here is concerned with the automation of life sciences experimentation. Specifically of interest is the development of a computer vision system to monitor and control the instruments needed in that life sciences experimentation.
The computing facilities on board a space station will also be a limited resource. For this reason the computer vision system is conceived as a distributed system monitoring several ongoing experiments with the ability to allocate processors to particular experiments only as needed. For image analysis tasks, however, the enormous data sets presented by the digitized images demand that extensive processor parallelism be employed. These considerations lead to a computer vision system that provides a highly parallel aspect, yet is capable of planned analysis, i.e., selective allocation of processors to particular tasks. An innovative system having these attributes is currently being investigated at the University of Virginia. Because of the unusual character of that system, the next three sections will describe the background and design considerations leading to the system. Those sections will be followed by a description of relating the system to a possible space station life sciences experiment.
Motivation
The concepts of parallel algorithms and processors for image analysis are not new. In fact, some of the first parallel processor designs were intended for image analysis tasks". From that very early stage it has been accepted that extensive parallelism will be required to obtain reasonably efficient solutions for even the most rudimentary tasks of image analysis.
Traditionally the analysis is performed on a single image, however in recent years research has begun in the analysis of sequences of images, i.e., dynamic scene analysis3,4,5 Each such sequence is considered to be a time -ordered set of images obtained from a given environment. Of course, the repeated sampling of the visual data is of no value beyond noise abatement if change is not an important factor in the environment, that is, if the images are not of a dynamic scene.
The changes of importance can be caused by the movement of independent components of the environment, including light sources, by the movement of the image sensor, or by a combination of those types of movement. Most research efforts have considered only the cases of strict component motion6'7'8 or strict camera motion9.1o,11 '12 In all these cases the changes exhibited in the image sequence are analyzed to infer information for the image understanding task.
While the measured changes are the keys to the interpretation inferences, the measurements must be made with reference to identified constancies in the images3. The discrete time sampling of the image sequences establishes the identification of constancies as a fundamental problem in dynamic scene analysis, namely, the correspondence problem13. The correspondence involved is between image features at one time instant and those at the next sampled time. This is to say, if a system is to measure a change that has occurred between time Ti and Ti +1 then some constant feature over that time interval must be identified by forming a correspondence between the appearance of that feature at time Ti and the appearance at Ti+1. The identified constant feature can then be the basis against which the important changes can be
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Multiresolution imagery
Efficiency concerns in general image search tasks have lead many researchers to consider "planning14, 15"" through the analysis of a low resolution rendition of the image in question. Other researchers have generalized the high -low resolution planning into hierarchical image structures16 such as pyramids17'18 and cones19, making the multiresolution nature fundamental to the overall system design.
A pyramid system begins with a hase level composed of 2LX2L processors connected in the array topology previously mentioned. Each processor corresponds to a single pixel so that 2Lx2L is the highest resolution image in the pyramid. In the standard array topology each processor is directly connected to its immediate 8-neighbors. For the pyramid system, in addition to those intra -level connections the base level is partitioned into sets of 2x2 adjacent elements with all four processors in each set connected to a single parent processor at the next higher level in the pyramid. That next higher level is connected in a intralevel array, having 2L-1x2L -1 elements, and is further connected, in the 2x2 manner, to another higher level in the pyramid. This construction is continued until L +1 levels have been generated with the highest level being a single element with no parent.
In this way a pyramid clement can be specified by an ordered triple, (i,j,k), where i and j range from 0 to 2k -1 and indicate the position within a level, while k is the level and ranges from 0 to L. The element, P(i,j,k), is then connected to the processors in the set Aijk =Bijk U Ci'k U Dijk where Bijk= {P (ii /2 1j/21,k -1) }, the parent, -1 <uV <1} -{ P(i,j,k)}, the siblings, and Dijk= {P(2i +u,2j +v,k +1), 0 <u,v <1 }, immediate descendants.
For complex image understanding tasks a multiresolution system should have two components : a large set of simple processors connected in a pyramid structure and a small set of complex processors which have arbitrary access to the pyramid. The pyramid would be used to perform operations which are uniformly applied across the image or which allow a recursive descent implementation with simple computations at each level. Example tasks might be local image smoothing or variable threshold classification.
The smaller set of complex processors could be used for recursive descent algorithms with non -trivial computations at each level by having individual processors perform "context switches" to operate at different levels as the algorithm descends. In addi tion, the smaller set of processors could be used to perform completely distinct tasks at various levels throughout the pyramid.
In this way the system would have the proper resources to implement simple homogeneous processes across the image and complex heterogeneous processes within selected subimages at selected resolutions. To see how these sorts of processes might be combined the remainder of this paper will discuss the system being designed at the University of Virginia to incorporate pyramid structures in the dynamic scene analysis task.
Dynamic scene analysis task
To understand the objective of the system to be described consider the following scenario. A person walks out of a building and into a parking lot. In doing so they hear what might be a jet engine and look skyward to visually locate the airplane. The person, having a preconceived notion of the characteristics of an airplane, would he trying to locate a dark moving object of the appropriate size. However their field of view will most likely contain many objects, such as the sun, clouds, tree branches, street lamps, birds and maybe even kites or balloons. The visual field must be searched in order to locate the airplane, but not all abjects must be visually inspected in detail. For example, the engine noise might indicate an azimuth that would eliminate the tree branches as being too near the horizon.
Otherwise, a scan through all the visually detectable objects can be started with the search stopped whenever the appropriate airplane is found. Generally, one would understand a "scan" to be a sequential positioning of the high resolution receptive field of the fovea, that is, a directing of the focus of attention to areas of interest. Though the positioning could be via an arbitrary order, e.g., a raster, this is precisely a case in which "planning" through the analysis of low resolution imagery (peripheral vision) is appropriate.
From low resolution imagery areas such as the clear sky and objects such as the sun or street lamps (being stationary) can be eliminated from further consideration, while birds or kites would require more attentive analysis. This sort of planning could be carried out by independent peripheral vision processes detecting and analyzing the various areas of interest in parallel. Areas appearing roughly like an airplane SPIE Vol 580 Space Station Automation (1985) / 89 measured. The correspondence problem is difficult for strict image plane parallelism because independent searches of the image array structure are required.
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The smaller set of complex processors could be used for recursive descent algorithms with non-trivial computations at each level by having individual processors perform "context switches" to operate at different levels as the algorithm descends. In addition, the smaller set of processors could be used to perform completely distinct tasks at various levels throughout the pyramid.
Dynamic scene analysis task
To understand the objective of the system to be described consider the following scenario. A person walks out of a building and into a parking lot. In doing so they hear what might be a jet engine and look skyward to visually locate the airplane. The person, having a preconceived notion of the characteristics of an airplane, would be trying to locate a dark moving object of the appropriate size. However their field of view will most likely contain many objects, such as the sun, clouds, tree branches, street lamps, birds and maybe even kites or balloons. The visual field must be searched in order to locate the airplane, but not all abjects must be visually inspected in detail. For example, the engine noise might indicate an azimuth that would eliminate the tree branches as being too near the horizon.
From low resolution imagery areas such as the clear sky and objects such as the sun or street lamps (being stationary) can be eliminated from further consideration, while birds or kites would require more attentive analysis. This sort of planning could be carried out by independent peripheral vision processes detecting and analyzing the various areas of interest in parallel. Areas appearing roughly like an airplane could then receive further analysis by processes with access to higher resolution data. Of course, for the human visual system this progression to higher resolution imagery would finally require a sequential scan by the fovea.
In a dynamic environment, however, one should note that by the time a low resolution process has determined that something of interest is present the visual stimulus may have changed. Thus, as a peripheral process attempts to apply higher resolution operators to more precisely guide the activity of an attentive process the image data will continue to evolve. For our purposes the essence of this situation can be captured by a system comprising multiple independent processes that can move from level to level in a pipelined averaging pyramid2 "'21.
By "pipelined" we mean a pyramid structure, as defined earlier, through which images flow with time.
In this case time units are in terms of the elements in the image sequence, so that at each time interval the pipeline is supplied with a new image (the current visual stimulus) which is inserted into the highest resolution level (the pyramid base). In parallel to that insertion each parent element in the pyramid obtains its new image value by averaging the values from its immediate descendants.
The pipelined nature of this pyramid structure can he seen by considering an example pyramid with three levels, as shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 . a symbol is drawn in each image to represent a moving object. The motion is a clockwise rotation that serves to indicate that the images are distinct at each time frame. At time Tx the pyramid has the following images: at level 3 (the pyramid base) the full resolution image from time Tx, at level 2 a lower resolution image from time TX_1, and at level 1 a still lower resolution image from time TX_2. Then at time Tx +1 the pyramid is updated to have the following images: at level 3 the image from time Tx +1, at level 2 a lower resolution rendition of the image from time Tx, i.e., the reduced version of the previous image at level 3, and at level 1 a lower resolution image from time Tx_i.
As implemented the system has four levels. Shown below are the image size and time interval associated with each level. The function of detecting, identifying and tracking an instance of a particular type object, e.g., an airplane, in a dynamic scene is accomplished by a set of independently operating processes. This set of processes constitutes the heterogeneous aspect of the system. At any one time instant each process is considered to be "attached" to a given subimage of a single level of the pyramid. A process is "attached" in the sense that it is capable of applying any of a set of image operators to that window, and only to that "detachable" during any single time interval. A process is detachable from a given subimage in that during the transition to a new time interval the process can decide to move to another window, either within the same pyramid level or within the immediately adjacent pyramid levels. This process movement is depicted in Figure 2 . Six time instances are shown with the position of a single process indicated by the small square. The number under the heading, "image," indicates the image in the time ordered sequence of images from which the corresponding level of the pyramid is derived.
Movement across pyramid levels varies the character of a process between peripheral and attentive in two ways. First, the resolution of the accessible image data changes, and second, the set of image operators available to the process changes. For example, a process may detach from a 21x21 pixel subimage at level k and attach to a 34X34 subimage at level k +l. The new subimage is larger, however, it constitutes a more detailed view of the scene because the sampling rate is double and additional image properties can be measured by the new operators.
Remember from the scenario at the beginning of this section that the detection task was begun with a "preconceived notion" of the target object. For the current system this "preconception" is embodied in a multilevel pattern vector. with each level in the pattern vector corresponding to am image pyramid level. The multilevel pattern vector is created by applying a set of operators to the each level in a prototype image pyramid of the desired object. Each process has access to this pattern vector and it is against this vector that the evaluations of subimage operators on a particular pyramid level at a given time are compared.
Let us consider further the "primed" as applied to the task of that original scenario. To begin the detection task the system will be primed with four peripheral processes that are to "watch" for a particular object of interest. Initially the processes are attached to slightly overlapping subimages that cover the lowest resolution level of the pyramid. The processes are thus capable of detecting possible objects within their subimages and determining a degree of interest in each. Currently three levels of interest are 90 / SPIE Vol. 580 Space Station Automation (19851 could then receive further analysis by processes with access to higher resolution data. Of course, for the human visual system this progression to higher resolution imagery would finally require a sequential scan by the fovea.
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Movement across pyramid levels varies the character of a process between peripheral and attentive in two ways. First, the resolution of the accessible image data changes, and second, the set of image operators available to the process changes. For example, a process may detach from a 21x21 pixel subimage at level k and attach to a 34x34 subimage at level k+1. The new subimage is larger, however, it constitutes a more detailed view of the scene because the sampling rate is double and additional image properties can be measured by the new operators.
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Let us consider further the system as applied to the task of that original scenario. To begin the detection task the system will be "primed" with four peripheral processes that are to "watch" for a particular object of interest. Initially the processes are attached to slightly overlapping subimages that cover the lowest resolution level of the pyramid. The processes are thus capable of detecting possible objects within their subimages and determining a degree of interest in each. Currently three levels of interest are distinguished, simply : pursue, wait-and -see, and reject.
Given that some sort of object occurs in the subimage of a process that process will use the level of interest to determine its action in the following manner. A pursue level interest measure causes the process to descend in the pyramid to look for confirmation of the object identity from small scale image features in higher resolution images. A wait -and -see measure indicates that the process should remain at the current pyramid level anticipating that a future appearance of the object will be more definitive about the interest of the object. A reject level interest measure causes the process to terminate itself, thereby ceasing to consider the measured object as a possible object of interest. When a process at any level of the pyramid terminates the system may generate a new peripheral process on a default subimage in the top level of the pyramid. Rejection can also occur if a process remains in the wait -and -see mode for too long a time interval.
In addition to these actions based on a single possible object in an analyzed subimage, the processes can handle multiple possible objects. A process will associate itself with the first object found having an interest level of pursue or wait-and -see. Thereafter a re ject level object is simply ignored, while additional pursue and wait -and -see objects cause new processes to be spawned and attached to restricted subimages at the appropriate pyramid level. When a process pursues an object to the base level of the pyramid the object is considered to be conclusively identified. At this point the process alters its primary function to be object tracking rather than object identification and attempts to move to the highest pyramid level (lowest . resolution) at which the object can be confidently tracked.
Example experiment
In order to have a testbed experiment for the vision system we have decided to implement a monitoring system for an experiment currently in progress under the direction of Professor Phillip Best of the University of Virginia Psychology Department. The experiment is designed to explore the relationship between the output of specific cells in the hippocampus region of the brain of a rat and the rat's ability to determine its location in a "radial maze ", see Figure 3 . An electrode is implanted near a given cell and its output is sampled several times per second while the rat attempts to locate food in a radial maze on which it has been trained. The idea is to determine the role of the cell in the rat's awareness of its location and orientation. For example, does the cell "fire" when the rat is in a particular region, or pointed in a particular direction, or close to some object, or does it serve some other purpose?
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 3 . The radial maze has a central section and eight arms. Also shown are two cameras and a microphone. The crosshatch is to indicate pressure sensors on the maze floor.
A central issue in the functioning of the monitoring system is the problem of picking out the useful information from the mass of data constantly being acquired by the sensory devices. This issue is termed "focus -of-attention." It is essential that the program be able to focus its attention since "brute force" approaches of scrutinizing all incom ing data for all possible in terpretations are much too time-consuming to be useful given current technology. Even if these approaches were feasible (or became feasible in the future), focus -of-attention would be important in order to free up the computer to perform more interesting tasks than stupidly examining irrelevant data. A "control program" will utilize knowledge about the experiment domain as well as information from sensors in order to advise lower -level processes about when and where to look at the data.
The cameras viewing the experiment could be fixed above, looking down at the maze. The monitor system would have to locate the rat in the stream of incoming visual data. This would require that the program have some built -in knowledge about the appearance of rats, such as their color, shape, and other features such as the tail, nose, and whiskers.
If we are not interested in continuously monitoring the rat's position, sensors could be used to help the monitoring system determine when the analyze -rat routine" should execute. For example, if we are only interested in the rat's location when it is in a certain area, we could have pressure sensors, as shown Inin Figure 3 , signal when the rat, is walking over this part of the maze. Then the controller would the 'analyze -rat routine.' Alternately, a camera pointed at this section of the maze could perform a similar function. In either case, the computer system's attention would be better focused in the sense that it would not be wasting time locating the rat when this information was not desired.
Conclusions
The goal of this research project is the development of a computer vision system to monitor and control life sciences experimentation on hoard space stations. The vision system is organized as a multiprocessor system with distributed processes selectively analyzing hierarchical imagery in order to monitor and control the appropriate instrumentation. The system maintains a set of processes that "watch" the low resolution imagery. When an event of possible interest is detected at that level an appropriate process is assigned to search the higher resolution imagery to more precisely determine the interest of the event. Given that some sort of object occurs in the subimage of a process that process will use the level of interest to determine its action in the following manner. A pursue level interest measure causes the process to descend in the pyramid to look for confirmation of the object identity from small scale image features in higher resolution images. A wait-and-see measure indicates that the process should remain at the current pyramid level anticipating that a future appearance of the object will be more definitive about the interest of the object. A reject level interest measure causes the process to terminate itself, thereby ceasing to consider the measured object as a possible object of interest. When a process at any level of the pyramid terminates the system may generate a new peripheral process on a default subimage in the top level of the pyramid. Rejection can also occur if a process remains in the wait-and-see mode for too long a time interval.
In addition to these actions based on a single possible object in an analyzed subimage, the processes can handle multiple possible objects. A process will associate itself with the first object found having an interest level of pursue or wait-and-see. Thereafter a reject level object is simply ignored, while additional pursue and wait-and-see objects cause new processes to be spawned and attached to restricted subimages at the appropriate pyramid level. When a process pursues an object to the base level of the pyramid the object is considered to be conclusively identified. At this point the process alters its primary function to be object tracking rather than object identification and attempts to move to the highest pyramid level (lowest resolution) at which the object can be confidently tracked.
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The cameras viewing the experiment could be fixed above, looking down at the maze. The monitor system would have to locate the rat in the stream of incoming visual data. This would require that the program have some built-in knowledge about the appearance of rats, such as their color, shape, and other features such as the tail, nose, and whiskers.
If we are not interested in continuously monitoring the rat's position, sensors could be used to help the monitorin? system determine when the analyze-rat routine" should execute. For example, if we are only interested in the rat's location when it is in a certain area, we could have pressure sensors, as shown in Figure 3 , signal when the rat(f is walking over this part of the maze. Then the controller would "wake-up" the 'analyze-rat routine." Alternately, a camera pointed at this section of the maze could perform a similar function. In either case, the computer system's attention would be better focused in the sense that it would not be wasting time locating the rat when this information was not desired.
Conclusions
The goal of this research project is the development of a computer vision system to monitor and control life sciences experimentation on board space stations. The vision system is organized as a multiprocessor system with distributed processes selectively analyzing hierarchical imagery in order to monitor and control the appropriate instrumentation. The system maintains a set of processes that "watch" the low resolution imagery. When an event of possible interest is detected at that level an appropriate process is assigned to search the higher resolution imagery to more precisely determine the interest of the event.
The major component of the current project is the development effort to directly apply the vision system implemented at the University of Virgmia21,22 to the automation of life sciences experimentation on board space stations. The role of the processing agents is being expanded currently to detect not only events of interest and record measurements from those events, but also to guide the system response to the event. A long range goal is that this guidance will comprise the detailed hand -eye" coordination required for robot interaction in the environment. The present project is restricted to fixed effectors, such as lights, heating elements, food dispensers, etc., in order to make completion of the project feasible in the short run.
The research is also investigating the addition of two capabilities to the current vision system. The first capability is the explicit use of alternate sensor input to activate the search for particular sorts on events. For instance, a general pressure sensor in the flooring of a cage might alert the system that an animal subject is in the vicinity of a test apparatus. The system would then undertake the visual detection of the animal's precise location and the monitoring of its behavior relevant to the appropriate apparatus. This is analogous to the situation described at the beginning of the section, Dynamic Scene Analysis Task, wherein the engine noise alerts the person to look for the airplane.
The second added capability is the external direction of the system by a remote operator, i.e., the ground based scientist concerned with the monitored experiments. In the initial stages this external direction will take the form of having the remote operator specify the form and attributes of the events of interest to which the system is to respond. These two additional capabilities will allow the computer vision system to react to the immediate dynamics of environment and to adjust to the evolution of interesting events throughout the life cycle of the experiments. environment for the vision system.
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